
    Products for STP8000 

   and STP9000 series

Handsets for Sepura STP8000 & STP9000

PICTURE ITEM NO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

1.170.12.2 Separate Handset

Remote speaker microphone with knob. Basic model for for 

STP8000/9000 series

Accessories for Handsets

PICTURE ITEM NO PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

2.131.11.3

Ear Phone, small 

acoustic Ear Phone with acoustic tube, small, angled 3,5mm plug

2.131.11.5 Ear Phone, bud Earphone with one bud earpiece, angled 3,5mm plug

2.131.11.6 Ear Phone, In-Ear Earphone with one In-Ear earpiece, angled 3,5mm plug

2.131.11.8

Ear Phone, bud 

with hook

Earbud earphone with hook around the ear, angled 3,5mm 

plug

2.131.11.9

Ear Phone, 

outside ear

C-shaped adjustable earphone outside ear (rotates 360 deg), 

angled 3,5mm plug

2.141.11.6

Ear Phone, drop 

shape

Earphone with curved drop shape that directs the cable 

behind ear, interchangeable beige earpiece, can be adjusted 

for use on right or left ear, angled 3,5mm plug
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    Products for STP8000 
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2.164.11.8

Leather Handset 

holder square

Leather holder for attaching a handset or another product with 

knob to belt etc.

2.164.11.9

Leather Handset 

holder round

Leather holder for attaching a handset or another product with 

knob to clothes. The holder stays in it's place with the help of 

magnet attachment through clothing.

2.170.11.0 Metal Holder Metal Holder for PSH with Clip

2.170.11.1

Ear Phone, 

acoustic tube Earphone with acoustic tube, beige ear pieces, inside ear

2.170.11.5 Magnetic Holder Magnetic Holder for PSH with Knob

2.170.11.6 Ear Phone

Earphone with acoustic tube, beige ear pieces inside ear + 

pink silicone ear pieces left/right 

2.370.11.0

Metal Holder for 

knob Metal Holder for products with Knob

6.170.11.2 Knob for handsets

Metal knob for the back cover of handsets. Compatible with all 

Stop Noise handsets except for the Multi Handset.

6.170.11.3 Clip for handsets

Rotating clip for the back cover of handsets. Compatible with 

all Stop Noise handsets except for the Multi Handset.
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